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Minutes of the Spring Standards Meeting 
API Lubricants Committee 

West Alexander, Chairman and Jim Newsom, Vice-Chairman 
8:00 AM to 12:00 PM 

May 10, 2005 
HILTON OF THE AMERICAS 

Houston, TX 

 

1 OPENING AND INTRODUCTIONS 
A. REGISTRATION OF ATTENDEES 
B. APPROVAL OF STANDARDS MINUTES (NOVEMBER 8, 2004) 
C. BOI/VGRA CHAIR AND VICE CHAIR 

 
WEST ALEXANDER 

Lubricants Committee Chair West Alexander called the meeting to order at 8:35AM.  
A. All attendees introduced themselves and were asked to sign the meeting attendance sheet (see Attachment 1). 
B. Members made a motion to approve the minutes from the November 8, 2004, Lubricants Committee meeting. 

The motion was seconded and unanimously approved by the committee.  
C. BOI/VGRA Chair Barry Deane announced that he had elected to retire f rom ExxonMobil on June 1, 2005, and 

would need to step down as task force chair. West Alexander thanked Barry Deane for his service as Chair and 
announced that John Rosenbaum, Chevron, would succeed Mr. Deane. West Alexander also announced that 
Charles Baker, ExxonMobil, had agreed to serve as BOI/VGRA Vice Chair.  

 

ACTION: 
PERSON 

RESPONSIBLE 
DUE 

DATE 

No additional action required.   

 

 

2 REVIEW OF ACTION ITEMS FROM NOVEMBER STANDARDS MEETING KEVIN FERRICK 

 
A. API will review the status of the current SJ tests and bring the information forward to the Lubricants Committee.  

 All tests necessary to prove SJ performance are currently available and outlined in the most recent version 
of ASTM D 4485-02 (February 1, 2005). Kevin Ferrick noted that API 1509 will need to be updated to include 
the latest changes in D 4485. 

B. Thom Smith and Harji Gill will review the Lubricants Committee’s current ILSAC/Oil voting structure and discuss 
alternatives in a committee conference call in December. 

 A conference call was held in December and after some discussion and a second call members agreed not 
to change the voting structure. 

C. Kevin Ferrick will arrange for a Lubricants Committee conference call in early December on ILSAC/Oil and 
PCEOCP voting structures. 

 During the calls noted above, members agreed to keep the current PCEOCP voting apportionment as 50 
percent OEMs, 25 percent oil marketers, and 25 percent additive companies and to consider motions 
receiving a weighted affirmative vote of >75 percent of the total of affirmative plus negative votes as 
passing. This increases the acceptance criteria from the current >50 percent.  

D. API will draft a response to the AOCA letter and circulate it for review by the Lubricants Committee.  

 API drafted a response to AOCA’s letter and circulated the draft for committee approval. The final version 
was sent to AOCA on March 4, 2005. There has been no response to the letter.  

E. API will ask SAE Asia for information on SJ’s use in Asia.  

 Kevin Ferrick and Dennis Bachelder participated in the Asia SAE meetings and the Fuels and Lubes Asia 
Conference in March. While there, Messrs. Ferrick and Bachelder visited Chinese licensees and sought 
information on the use of obsolete and current API Service categories. They found many obsolete service 
categories in use. Chinese marketers indicated that SJ was used to designate higher performance engine 
oils in the market. API is still gathering data and asks LC members to provide any data on SJ  use that they 
may have available to assist API in detrmining whether there is a need to maintain SJ as a category.  At this 
time API believes the SJ Service Category should be retained.   

ACTION: 
PERSON 

RESPONSIBLE 
DUE 

DATE 

API will make the tables in API 1509 describing API SJ and SL consistent with ASTM D 
4485. 

API  

The Lubricants Committee will continue to review the need for API SJ.  

 Lubricants Committee members will forward to API any data they may have on 
marketing of API SJ in Asia. 

 Jim Newsom will provide data on SJ sales in North America. 
 

Lubricants 
Committee 
Members 

Jim Newsom 
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ILMA CODE OF ETHICS AND POTENTIAL ROLE FOR API 
A. ILMA Code 
B. Potential Role of API Aftermarket Audit Program  

 
LARRY KUNTSCHIK 

KEVIN FERRICK 

Larry Kuntschik gave a presentation on the ILMA Ethics Initiative, describing its objectives, highlights, key processes, 
benefits and next steps (see Attachment 2).  The presentation included a suggestion that an inter -industry group composed 
of ACC, API, and ILMA representatives be established to explore ways the three organizations could collaborate  on this 
initiative. Following are key points from the discussion: 
 

 Members asked if the initiative would only apply to licensed engine oils. The response was “no,” the initial ILMA  
proposal includes both licensed and unlicensed engine oils as well as other products (e.g., ATF, hydraulic oil, and 
other lubricants).  

 ILMA was asked if they considered another service provider for sample collection and analysis. Larry Kuntschik 
responded that ILMA is aware of this option but preferred to work with established industry programs like API’s if 
at all possible. 

 Members asked that a copy of the ILMA Code of Ethics be circulated.  
 
At the conclusion of the discussion, a motion was made and seconded for API to participate in a task force with ILMA and 
ACC that would consider establishing an audit program based on the ILMA Ethics Initiative. The motion passed 11 for and 
2 abstain.  
 
Following the vote, Thom Smith and Harji Gill volunteered to serve on the task force. API and ILMA staff would also 
participate. 
 

ACTION: 
PERSON 

RESPONSIBLE 
DUE 

DATE 

API will obtain and circulate a copy of the ILMA Ethics Code. API  

API will work with ILMA to schedule a meeting of the task force that will consider 
establishing an audit program based on the ILMA Ethics Initiative.  

API  

 

4 PLANS FOR INTER-INDUSTRY ADVISORY GROUP MEETING KEVIN FERRICK 

Kevin Ferrick asked the Lubricants Committee to allow API to convene a small working group to review the processes, 
tests, and procedures currently used by the EOLCS aftermarket audit program. The recommendations from this small 
working group would then be brought forward to the Inter-Industry Advisory Group (IAG) for its input. To aid the discussion, 
Kevin Ferrick reviewed the purpose and membership of the IAG and outlined issues that might be  considered at an IAG 
meeting. (See Attachment 3). Committee members raised two questions following the presentation:  
 

 When was the last IAG meeting? Kevin Ferrick responded March 2000.  

 How many engine tests should be part of AMAP? The committee agreed this was an issue for the IAG. 
 
To conclude the discussion, a motion was made and seconded to convene a small working group to review the processes, 
tests, and procedures currently used by the EOLCS audit program and then schedule an IAG meeting. The voting r esult 
was 13 for and none against. 
 
Jim Newsom volunteered to serve on the small working group. ACC also agreed to provide a representative. [ACC has 
nominated Vince Livoti to serve as the ACC representative.]  
 

ACTION: 
PERSON 

RESPONSIBLE 
DUE 

DATE 

API will convene a small working group to review the processes, tests, and procedures 
currently used by the EOLCS audit program. 

API  

API will schedule an IAG meeting after the small working group has completed its 
recommendations.   

API  
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BOI/VGRA UPDATE 
A. ACC Proposal to Conduct Additional PC-10 Matrix Tests to Support 

BOI Guidelines for 100% Group III Base Stocks 
B. ATIEL Meeting Update 

 
LEW WILLIAMS 

 

BARRY DEANE 

DISCUSSION  
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The BOI/VGRA Task Force reported that it had reviewed ACC’s proposal to conduct testing to support the establishment of 
100 percent Group III base oil interchange (BOI) guidelines for the ISB, ISM and T-12 tests and recommended the 
Lubricants Committee endorse the proposal (see presentation under Attachment 4).  The attached presentation o utlined 
the issues associated with establishing new guidelines for Group III base oils (lack of data, limitations of current read 
across guidelines, application of older BOI limits to new test, limitations of BOI testing related to PC -10) and the additional 
testing required to establish the new guidelines.  
 
Members of the Lubricants Committee asked questions in the course of the discussion:  
 

 How much data currently exists for current Group III base oils? 

 Does the BOI/VGRA Task Force feel comfortable with a 130 VI cap for the Group III base oils? Members of the 
BOI/VGRA Task Force responded that they would accept for now a 130 VI cap. It was noted that the OEMs have 
probably not seen any data from Group III base oils with a VI above 130.  

 Will the result include Group III to Group III read across? Task Force members responded that, if the testing is 
successful, the data should support Group III to Group III read across.  

 How will these tests be funded? ACC will solicit funding from additive companies, base oil manufacturers, and oil 
marketers. Contributions to the testing program would be voluntary.  

 
A motion was made and seconded to endorse in concept the proposal to extend 100 percent Group III BOI guidelines to 
the ISM, ISB, and T-12 tests. The motion passed 11 for, 1 against, and 1 abstain.  
 

BOI/VGRA Task Force Chair Barry Deane reported that he had attended the ATIEL BOI/VGRA/VMI Technical Meeting on 
March 17, 2005. A summary of the meeting is included in the presentation under Attachment 5. Key points fro m the 
meeting are noted below: 

 Draft 11 of the ATIEL Code of Practice includes the new ACEA 2004 Sequences.  

 ATIEL has clarified BOI for C10 and C12 alpha-olefin based PAO. 

 Barry Deane provided to ATIEL a summary of API BOI/VGRA Task Force activities.  
 
Several suggestions and recommendations resulted from the ATIEL meeting:  
 

 Since ATIEL has clarified the definition of BOI for C10 and C12 PAO, API should consider a similar BOI.  

 ATIEL endorsed continued cooperation with API. However, this cooperation does not include the sharing of 
ATIEL BOI/VGRA/VMI minutes. When asked if this practice could be changed, ATIEL reaffirmed its current 
practice of limiting the distribution to the API BOI/VGRA Task Force Chair and API staff.   

 ATIEL inquired whether API has any interest in the Base Oil Linked-Slate Concept. ATIEL members offered to 
make a presentation on the concept at a future API meeting. Barry Deane agreed to forward the request to the 
BOI/VGRA Task Force and Lubricants Committee. 

 The next ATIEL BOI/VGRA/VMI meeting will be held on October 27, 2005 in Brussels. Either incoming BOI/VGRA 
Chair John Rosenbaum or Vice Chair Charles Baker will attend. 

 
The Lubricants Committee discussed further two items from Barry Deane’s report:  
 

 The committee reviewed the issue of limited distribution of ATIEL meeting minutes. Doug Morris advised that we 
should not accept minutes on such a limited distribution.  

 The committee discussed the possibility of inviting ATIEL to give a presentation on the Base Oil Linked -Slate 
concept. Doug Morris advised the committee that there may be issues related to the adoption of the concept and 
review of the ATIEL presentation would be necessary. The committee closed the discussion after agreeing to 
invite ATIEL give a presentation on the Linked Slate concept at the November Lubricants Committee meeting. 

 

ACTION: 
PERSON 

RESPONSIBLE 
DUE 

DATE 

The Lubricants Committee will invite ATIEL to give a presentation on its Base Oil Linked-
Slate concept at the November Lubricants Committee meeting. The BOI/VGRA Task Force 
will also be invited to attend the meeting. 

API  

API will not accept ATIEL Minutes unless they can be distributed to the full BOI/VGRA 
Task Force. 

API  
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HEAVY DUTY ISSUES 
A. Update on PC-10 Development 
B. PC-10 MOA Status 

C. PC-10 Timeline 

 
BILL RUNKLE 

KEVIN FERRICK 
BILL RUNKLE 

DISCUSSION  

Bill Runkle updated the Lubricants Committee on the progress of PC-10 (see Attachment 6). The presentation reviewed the 
work of the Matrix Design Task Force and the issues considered, recommendations made and  motions approved by 
ASTM’s HDEOCP. 

Bill Runkle presented the most recent estimated timeline for introduction of PC-10 oils (see Attachment 6). The earliest 
projected date for API licensing of PC-10 oils would be November 11, 2006. This is later than EMA’s request of October 1, 
2006. Members decided to wait until more information on the test progress is available before discussing slippage in the 
first licensing date with EMA.  
 

Kevin Ferrick advised that all parties have signed the PC-10 MOA. The signed copies were returned to API by May 2, 
2005. A copy of the signed MOA is included as Attachment. 

 

7 EOLCS UPDATE KEVIN FERRICK 

DISCUSSION  

Kevin Ferrick updated the committee on the status of the Engine Oil Licensing and Certification System (EOLCS) (se e 
Attachment 7). He noted that the update did not include complete aftermarket audit program numbers for 2004 because of 
changes in the labs used to collect and test the samples. However, a complete audit report would be presented to the 
committee during a conference call over the summer. 
 
Following the presentation, members of the Lubricants Committee asked how bulk samples are collected. Kevin Ferrick 
responded that the sampling agent collects 1 gallon of the bulk product and completes a questionnaire on the facility. Bulk 
samples are drawn from service stations, quick lubes, and auto dealers. Some members of the committee also questioned 
whether API should increase the number of bulk samples drawn from the marketplace. API’s target for the last few years 
has been 30 percent. A motion was made to increase the bulk-sampling target to 50 percent, but the motion was tabled to 
give the Inter-Industry Advisory Group (IAG) an opportunity to offer advice on the issue.  
 
Additionally, the committee was asked for advice on the engine tests that should be run in 2005. The committee agreed 
that both the IIIG and VG should be run and suggested the issue also be discussed with the Administrative Guidance Panel 
(AGP). 

ACTION: 
PERSON 

RESPONSIBLE 
DUE 

DATE 

API will provide a complete AMAP before the end of the summer. API  

 

8 NEW BUSINESS ALL 

DISCUSSION  

Frank Fernandez updated the committee on discussions related to voting within the ASTM Passenger Car Engine Oil 
Classification Panel (PCEOCP) (see presentation under Attachment 8). During the presentation, he reported that Ford had 
conceded that the PCEOCP should not count abstentions when calculating votes. The Lubricants Committee responded 
favorably to Ford’s concession but added that a change to the 50 percent approva l rule is still desirable. To provide 
guidance to the class panel, committee members made a motion to accept Ford’s offer to cease counting abstentions and 
to ask the PCEOCP to reconsider again the 50 percent approval rule. The motion passed unanimously. F rank Fernandez 
agreed to bring this request forward to the PCEOCP. 
 

 


